Rent part of our office!
Do you have between 4-6 people in your organisation? And are you working
with either Advanced Analytics, Big Data, Social Media, Graphic design or the
like? Then you might be the small business or startup company Userneeds is
looking for to rent part of our spacious office on Købmagergade 60 - just a two
minute walk from Nørreport station.
As business incubator, we want to help a startup company to develop by
providing office space as well as a culture of knowledge sharing.

Who are we?
Userneeds is a market research company
with large consumer panels in Denmark,
Sweden, Norway, Finland, Ireland and
Switzerland. The size of the panels gives
us a unique opportunity to run surveys
among specific population segments and
thus provide our clients with insights into
valuable and instantly usable information
about their specific target group.
Does a company full of analysts not seem
appealing to you? Well hold your horses
because Userneeds’ employees are
extremely social, keep an informal tone
and enjoy a flat organizational structure
where everyone feels welcome.
What are we looking for?
We are looking for a group of people that,
just like us, are professional and dedicated
with high work ethics but who
simultaneously enjoy a beer on a Friday
afternoon after a busy weeks’ work. We
support start-ups in all areas such as
Advanced Analytics, Big Data, AI, Machine
Learning, Social Media, Graphic design
etc. and who knows – we might even be
able to help each other out, inspire one
another or share ideas across the table at
lunch.

What is in it for you?
The office space we provide is newly
renovated, bright and spacious. It is also
located in the heart of Copenhagen,
however, the very best part of it all is that
your organisation will get a unique
opportunity to work side by side with
talented analysts and consultants from
Userneeds. The aim of this incubation is to
learn from one another and also create a
platform from where we can benefit from
each other’s skills and creativity.

The practical:
• You will be joining Userneeds’ 50
employees at an office which is bright,
spacious and open
• Free wifi and coffee is included (lunch
can be bought for an additional fee)
• The rent will be fairly settled as a result
of the mutual gains of the cooperation.
• Send your application to
apply@userneeds.com no later than
February 1, 2019
• Any questions? Don’t hesitate to call
Johnny Jensen on +4540834028 or
send an e-mail to joj@userneeds.com

In fact, one of the main reasons Userneeds
is renting out part of our office is to create
a knowledge sharing culture that enables
an effective collaboration and
communication between us and the
organisation moving in.
Userneeds A/S
Købmagergade 60, 2nd floor
1150 Copenhagen
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